This collection began with an appreciation of traditional craftsmanship and artistry which translated to an aesthetic of simplicity, asymmetry, movement and subtle imperfection. By blending modern with history there is a fresh approach yet an indistinct feeling of safety.

The Fracture Collection is featured in CYP and also offered in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology as well as PDI. Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
FRACTURE Inspiration

Top to bottom:
UT44621 6’ (w) X 6’ (l)
UT47692 6’ (w) X 4’2” (l)
UT44622 6’ (w) X 4’6” (l)
Definity
Durkan’s innovative Definity technology is available in up to 12 colors and features our unique precision sculpted technology which explores and emphasizes dimensional effects.

PDI
Durkan’s Precision Dye Injected (PDI) construction offers a range of patterns available in 12 colors.

CYP
Durkan’s Computer Yarn Placement (CYP) construction offers a range of patterns available in 6 colors.

Fracture is available in Definity, PDI and CYP constructions. Each product type utilizes a different manufacturing process which can yield variations in color and texture. Please refer to the guide below for specific color information.
UT47692
6' (w) x 4'2" (l)
UT44618
12’ (w) × 12’ (l)

Also available in Definity & PDI
UT44620
12’ (w) × 11’ (l)

Also available in Definity & PDI
UT44622
6' (w) X 4' 6" (l)

Also available in Definity & PDI

UT47694
3' (w) X 3' (l)

Also available in Definity & PDI
The Fracture Collection is featured in CYP and also offered in Durkan’s innovative Definity technology as well as PDI. Please contact your rep or visit www.durkan.com for more information.
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